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Abstract

In this paper, we address the problem of determining
the expansions of a query in description logics possibly
combined with Datalog rules, and we show its use for
information integration. Expanding a query consists
of determining all the ways of deriving it from atoms
built on some distinguished predicates.

Introduction

Given a knowledge base, expanding a query consists
of determining all the ways of deriving it from atoms
built on some distinguished predicates. In this paper,
we address the problem of determining the expansions
of a query in description logics and CARIN. Description
Logics are logical formalisms for representing classes
of objects (called concepts) and their relationships (ex-
pressed by binary relations called roles). Much of the
research in description logics has concentrated on al-
gorithms for checldng subsumption between concepts
and satisfiability of knowledge bases (see e.g. (Nardi 
al. 1995) for a survey). When the query is a single
concept-atom and the distinguished predicates that are
the target of the expansion process are concepts, query
expansion can be reduced to subsumption checking.
However, the problem of expanding (unions of) con-
junctive queries into (unions of) conjunctions of role-
atoms and concept-atoms has not been addressed so far.
CAPJN(Levy & Rousset 1998) combines the expressive
powers of function-free Horn rules and description logics
by allowing concepts and roles to appear as predicates
in the antecedents of the Horn rules.

We show the use of query expansion for information
integration and we establish its connection with the
problem of rewriting queries using views. We provide
a sound and complete algorithm for query expansion in
the AXzV" description logic and in Af_2~-CARIN. As a
result, we obtain a new class of queries and views for
which the problem of rewriting queries using views is
decidable.

Copyright (~) 1999, American Association for Artificial In-
telligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.

Preliminaries and examples

In the setting of this paper, a CAPJN knowledge base A
contains two components: a set An of rules, and a set
AT of concept definitions using the .A~hf description
logic. AL:A/" contains the description logics constructors
of conjunction (C1 RC2), value restriction (VR.C), 
ber restrictions ((> n R), (< n R)), and negation 
restricted to atomic concepts. Concepts and roles are
unary and binary predicates that can also appear in the
antecedents of the rules. Predicates that do not appear
in the description logics component are called ordinary
predicates. Ordinary predicates areof any ariW.

Description logics component in CARm: Concept
det%~tions are of the form CN := ConceptExpression,
where CN is a concept name and ConceptExpression
is a .AE.A/concept expression. We assume that a con-
cept name appears in the left hand side of at most one
concept definition. A concept name CN depends on a
concept name CN~ if CN~ appears in the d~Jqn~tion of
CN. We consider only acyclic concept definitions. A
set of concept definitions is said acyclic if there is no
cycle in the concept names dependency relation. An
acyclic set of definitions can be unfolded by iteratively
substituting every concept name with its definition. We
consider that every concept is unfolded and put in a
normal form of a conjunction of concept expressions of
the (simple) form: A (atomic concept), -~A, (> nR),
(< nR), or of the (complex) form: VR1VR2...VRk.D,
where D is simple.

l~ule component in CARIN." The rule component of
a CARm knowledge base is a set of rules that are logical
sentences of the form: pl()fl) A ... A p,(~:n) q(Y),
where X1,...,X~,Y are tuples of variables or con-
stants. We require that the rules are safe, i.e., a variable
that appears in Y must also appear in Xlt_J...U)fn. The
predicates p~,...,p~ may be either concept names or
expressions, role names, or ordinary predicates that do
not appear in AT. The predicate q must be an ordinary
predicate. We consider non recursive rules. We call
concept-atom an atom p(X) where p is a concept name
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or expression, and role-atom an atom r(X, Y) where r
is a role name.

Semantics of GARIN : The semantics of CAP,.IN
knowledge bases is the standard model-based seman-
tics of first-order logic. An interpretation I contains a
non-empty domain Oz. It assigns to every constant a
an object aI(a) 0I , and a relation of ari ty n o ver the
domain Oz to every predicate of arity n. In particular,
it assigns a unary relation Cz to every concept in AT,
and a binary relation Rz over Oz x 01 to every role R
in AT. The extensions of concept and role descriptions
are given by the following equations: (~{S} denotes the
cardinality of a set S):

(C[q D)z = Cz NDI,

(-~A)t = 0I \ I,
(VR.C)z = {d e Oz I Ve : (d,e) RI--+ e E CI }

(>_ nR)z = {de 0z [~{e [ (d,e) e z} _> n}
(<_ nR)r= {d¯OI [~{el(d,e)¯R t} <n}

An interpretation I is a model of a knowledge base if
it is a model of each of it components. I is a model of
AT if CNI = D1 for every concept definition CN := D
in AT. We say that C is subsumed by D w.r.t. AT if
CI C_ DI in every model I of AT. An interpretation
I is a model of a rule r if, whenever a is a mapping
from the variables of r to the domain Oz, such that
a(Xi) ¯ p~ for every atom of the antecedent of r, then
a(~’) ¯ qt, where q(1?) is the consequent of 

Source predicates and atoms: We consider that
we are given a set of source predicates which repre-
sent predicates of special interest. The reason why
those source predicates are distinguished depends on
varied purposes. In the setting of hypothetical rea-
soning, source predicates will represent predicates on
which assumptions can be made. In a database setting,
the source predicates will be EDB predicates represent-
ing stored relations, in constast with the IDB predi-
cates whose atoms are necessarily derived from rules
and EDB atoms. In a similar way, in an information
integration setting, the source predicates will represent
the contents of the data sources that have to be inte-
grated.

In the setting of description logics and CAR~, source
predicates may be named predicates but also complex
concept expressions built over concept names and role
names appearing in the knowledge base.

We call a source atom an atom s(~7) suchthat s is 
source predicate.

Queries: We consider unions of conjunctive queries
of the form: Q(.~) : pl()~l,~)...,pn(X~,Yn) 
the Pi’S are predicates of any arity, some of which may
be concept expressions or role names. The variables of

2~ = )~1 0... tA)~, are called the distinguished variables
of the query: they represent the variables of the query
which the user is interested in knowing the instances
of, when he asks the query. The variables that are not
distinguished (denoted by Y1 U... U Yn) are called ex-
istential variables of the query: they are existentially
quantified in the query and their use is to constrain
the distinguished variables. For example, by the query
Q(X) : Hotel(X) A Located(X,Y) A France(Y), the
user specifies that the answers he is interested in, are
all the possible instances of X that are hotels, and for
which there exists instances of Y (their locations) that
are in France.

Example 0.1: Suppose that our basic vocabulary
contains: (a) the concepts Flight denoting a set of
flights, AmCity and AmCompany, which respectively
denote the set of American cities and the set of Amer-
ican companies ; (b) the roles Stop and Airline which
respectively denote binary relationships between flights
and cities, and flights and airline companies. Suppose
that we have the following rules in order to state two
different ways for a flight to be convenient for American
people:

rl : Flight(X) A \/Stop.AmCity(X) =v ForAm(X)
r2 : Flight(X) A Airline(X, Y) A AmCompany(Y)

=~ ForAm(X)

Rule rl says that a flight which only stops in American
cities is convenient for American people. Rule r2 says
that a flight which has as airline an American company
is convenient for American people too.

Suppose that we have the following concept defini-
tions:

Flightl := Flight N (< 1Stop)
Flight2 := Flight R (>_ 1 Airline) n VAirline.AmCompany
EastCity := AmCity R VLocated.EastCoast

Flightl denotes the set of flights that have atmost one
stop. Flight2 denotes the set of flights which are as-
sociated with airlines that are only american compa-
nies. Finally, EastCity denotes the set of american
cities that are located on east coast.

Suppose that we declare as source predicates: the
concepts EastCity, Flight1 and Flight2, and the role
Stop. In an information integration setting, it may ex-
press that we have four information sources, one con-
taining American cities from the east coast, a second
one containing flights that have at most one stop, a
third one containing flights on American airlines, and
a last one connecting flights to the cities in which they
stop. The query ForAm(X) has two expansions:

1. Flightl(X) A Stop(X, Y) A EastCity(Y),

2. Flight2(X)
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The first expansion logically entails the query because
any instance of X that is a flight which has at most
one stop, and which has a stop in a city from the east
coast, is necessarily a flight whose all stops are Ameri-
can cities, thus satisfying the antecedent of l=tule rl.

The second expansion logically entails the query be-
cause any object that belongs to Flight2 is a flight hav-
ing as airline company an american company, which
makes the antecedent of rule r2 satisfied.

Query Expansion Process

Expanding a query is an iterative process based on suc-
cessive steps of atom expansions. First, ordinary atoms
are expanded by a standard badcward-chalning unfold-
ing of the rules (see section ). Then, expansions of icon-
junctions of) concept-atoms and role atoms are com-
puted. The process of determining those terminological
expansions is more complex and is detailed in section.

Ordinary expansions

Let p()~) be an ordinary atom. It is expanded by iter-
atively unfolding the rules whose consequent is of the
form p(Z’). Let R : pl/.~7~,:~’~) A ... Apklf(Ik,~r~) 
p(X’) be a rule of An. Let a be the most general
unifier of p()[) and p()f’), extended such that 
variable Y/’ is assigned to a fresh variable that appears
nowhere else. Aa unfolding of the rule R consists of re-
placing in the query the atom _p(.~) by the conjunction:
Pl (ct(Z~), c~(~’)) A... (~(X~), a(Y~)). A st ep
pansion of the atom p(~) results in the set of conjunc-
tions obtained by unfolding all the rules whose conse-
quent is unifiable with p()~:). If the rules are non recur-
sive, we obtain, after a finite number of steps of ordinary
atoms expansion, a set of conjunctions (that we call or-
dinary expansions) in which all the ordinary atoms are
either source atoms or initial atoms (i.e., atoms that
are not unifiable with any consequent of rule).

In Example 0.1, the ordinary expansions of the query
ForAm(X) are:

1. Flight(X) A VStop.AmCity(X),

2. Flight(X) A Airline(X, Y) A AmCornpanyiY).

Let CJo,d(X1,Y1)A CJte~m(X2,Y2) be an ordi-
nary expansion. We distinguish its ordinary part
(CJo~d(X1,Y1)), composed of atoms that are made
of ordinary predicates, from its terminological part
(CJte~m(X2,Y2)) which is a conjunction of concept-
atoms and role-atoms. Its distinguished_variables axe
X1 tJ X2 and its existential variables are Y1 U Y2.1

The fact that backward-chaining is sound and com-
plete for non recursive Horn clauses without function
symbols guarantees that the expansions of the query
can be obtained by expanding concept-atoms and role-
atoms in every ordinary expansions.

1Note that )fl and )(2 (respectively 17"1 and Y2) axe 
necessarily disjoint

Terminological expansions

Like expansions of ordinary atoms, expanding concept-
atoms and role-atoms aims at reaching source atoms
from which they can be entailed. However, it raises
several issues that did not occur in expanding ordinary
atoms. First, from a single but complex concept-atom
C(X), we may derive existential sentences made of sev-
eral concept-atoms and role-atoms in which some vari-
ables that do not appear in CiX) are existentially quan-
tified. We then have to consider not only expansions of
single atoms but also expansions of existential conjunc-
tive sentences considered as a whole. We show that the
existential variables appearing in those existential con-
junctive sentences must have a particular binding for
those sentences to be entailed by a single concept-atom.
We provide an algorithm to transform those sentences
into single concept-atoms by computing their descrip-
tive support. Second, in contrast with ordinary atoms,
the entailment of concept-atoms and role-atoms is not
supported by explicit dependency links expressed by
rules in the knowledge base. We define inductively the
different ways of deriving a concept-atom (respectively
a role-atom) in Af_AV’. For our inductive definition to
be well-founded, we identify ground concept-atoms and
role-atoms as intermediate atoms between source atoms
and query atoms. As a result, we obtain an expansion
algorithm that provides candidate expansions. The sub-
tle point is that case analysis reasoning may be neces-
sary to verify that those candidate expansions do actu-
ally entail the query.

Descriptive Support: Definition and Algorithm.
We say that a variable Z’ is a direct successor of a
variable Z in CJ~,~_(f(_2,1>2) ff there exists an atom
R( Z, Z’) in C Jterm ( X2, Y2 Thesuccessor relationship
is the transitive closure of the direct successor rela-
tionship. For every X E -~72, let siX) be the set of
all the successors of X that are existential variables,
and let C_J(X) the conjunctive sentence contained 
CJ~rmiX2,Y2) composed of concept-atoms involving
X and all the concept-atoms and role-atoms involv-
ing the variables in siX). We define the graph G ac-
counting for the binding of the variables appearing in
CJ~erm(X2,Y2) as follows: the nodes in the graph are
the variables, and there is an arc from any variable to
any of its direct successor.

Definition 0.1: A conjunctive sentence CJ(X) con-
tained in CJte~m(X2,Y2) has tr ee structure if f:
- for every distinguished variable X’ such that X ~ X’,
sCX) n s(X’) = 
- the subgraph of G restricted to the variables X U s(X)
is a tree of root X.

For example, C (X1) A.R1 (X1, Yx) A R2 (Y1, Y~) A 
has a tree structure (of root X~), while neither CiXx) A
R~ (X~, Y~) A Rz (Y1, X~) R(Y,Y) have a tree struc-
ture.
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A conjunction of concept-atoms and role-atoms
which has a tree structure can be replaced by a sin-
gle concept-atom, using its Descriptive Support. The
descriptive support is a concept expression which is ob-
tained by the algorithm described in Figure 1.

procedure Descrlptive_Support (ST(Z))
/* ST(Z) is a conjunction of concept-atoms
and concept-roles having a tree structure of
root Z and of existential variables Y*/
/* The algorithm returns a concept DS and a
concept atom DS(Z) 

If ST(Z) is of the form: CI(Z)A...C,(Z) ,
where the Ci’s are concept expressions

Then: DS = 6’i V] . . . N C,
Else If ST(Z) is of the form:

CI(Z) A... A C,(Z) A RI(Z, y1) A... A R~(Z, YIm)

A... A ak(Z,Y#) A... A Rk(Z, Yk"’)
ATree(Y11) A . . . Tree(Y1nl )

A... A Tree(YkI) A . . . Tree(Yk"k ) 
where Tree(Yii)’s are conjuactions of atoms
having a tree structure of root Yij

Then:
for i 6 [1..k] do: for j 6 [1..nil do:

DS{ := Descriptive_Support(Tree(YiJ) 
DS := Cl N...n Cn n (>_ nl R1) n...(> nkRk)

RVRI.(DS~I n . . . r3 DSml) R . 
~VRk.(DS1 k n... Iq DS"~ k)

return DS as descriptive support of ST(Z)
return DS(Z) as DS-atom of ST(Z)

Figure 1: Descriptive Support algorithm

Example 0.2: Consider the following conjunction
of concept-atoms and role-atoms where X1 is a distin-
guished variable and Y1 and Y2 are existential variables:

C(Xz) A RI(X1, Y1) A R2(Y1, Y2) A D(Y2)

It has a tree structure of root X1. Its descriptive sup-
port returned by the procedure of Figure I is the con-
cept:

Cn (> IRa) FIVRI.((_> ia2) nVR2.D))

or, rewritten in normal form: C [7 (>_ 1 R1) F1VRI.(>_
1 R2) n VR1.VR2.D

The following proposition states that the only way
for a conjunction of concept-atoms and role-atoms to be
entailed by a concept-atom is to have a tree structure.

Proposition 0.1 : Let CJ(Z,Y) be a conjunc-
tion of concept-atoms and role-atoms. There exists a
concept-atom C(Z) such that C(Z) ~ B~rCJ(Z,Y’) 
CJ(Z, Y) has a tree structure of root 

If CJ(Z, ~’) has a tree structure of root Z, it is obvi-
ous to show that its descriptive support DS is a concept
such that: DS(Z) ~ 3YCJ(Z,Y). thecasewhere
CJ(Z, Y) has not a tree structure, for any concept ex-
pression C, we can exhibit a model of C(Z) which h~ a
tree structure and which is not a model of 3YCJ(Z, Y).

Determining Candidate Exp-nsions: We first de-
fine ground concepts and roles (respectively, concept-
atoms and role-atoms). The intuition is that ground
concepts and roles result direcly or indirectly of the un-
folding of complex source concepts (i.e., of the form
VR1.VR2 .... VR~.D). Formally, they are defined induc-
tively as follows.

Definition 0.2:
¯ A concept C is ground iff:

- either, there exists a source concept D which is sub-
sumed by C,

- or, C is of the form (> n R) and R is a source role,
- or, VR.C and 1:l are ground

* A role R is ground iff either, R is a source role, or,
(> n R) /s ground.

¯ A concept-atom C(Z) (respectively a role-atom
R(Z, Z’)) 2 is ground iff C (respectively R) is ground.

In Example 0.1, AmCompany is ground be-
cause VAirline.AmCompany and Airline are ground.
VAirline.AmCompany is ground because it subsumes
the source concept Flight2. Airline is ground because
(>_ 1 Airline) is ground, since (> 1 Airline) subsumes
the source concept Flight2.

The process of expanding a conjunction of concept-
atoms and role-atoms consists then of:

1. replacing any set of conjuncts that has a tree struc-
ture by its DS-atom, if it is ground,

2. expanding in the resulting conjunction, any concept-
atom and role-atom, as described in the algorithm
of figure 2. As a result, we obtain a set of terminal
expansions of the form sz (Xl, Y1) A... Ask O~7h, Y~) 
remainder(X, Y), where rernainder(X,Y) is a con-
junction of atoms that have no expansion.

The following proposition states that it provides all
the ways of deriving a conjunction of concept-atoms and
of role-atoms from atoms that are either source atoms
or atoms with no expansion.

Proposition 0.2: Let B~r Q(X,Y) be a conj~anction
of concept-atoms and of role-atoms . Let CJs(X, Z) 
a conjunction of atoms that are either source atoms or
atoms that have no expansion.
32CJs(R,2) ~ ~Q(X,?) iff CYs(R, 2) contains
(up to renaming_existential variables) a terminal ez-
pansion of Q (X, Y).

2The variables Z and Z’ may be existentially quantified.
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procedure expand(cr)
/* cr is a concept-atom or a role-atom */

/* the algorithm returns a set of
conjunctions of atoms that are either source
atoms or atoms that have no expansion*/

result := @
If cr is a source atom Then:

result := result U {cr}
If cr is a ground atom Then:

If cr is a concept-atom C(Z) such that
C subsumes a source concept D

Then: result := result U {D(Z)}
If cr is a concept-atom U(Z) such that

there exists ground atoms of the form
vR.c(u) RW, 

Then:
E1 := expand(¥R.C(U))
E2 := expand(a(u,z))
for every cj 6 E1 do:

for every cj’6 E2 do:
result := result U {cj A cj’}

If cr is a concept-atom (> nR)(Z) such that
R is a source role

Then: result := result U {TI(Z, Yt) A .¯¯ 
R(z,Y.)},

where Y1,... ,Yn are fresh variables
If cr is of the form VR.C(X) Then:

If there exists ground atoms
(< n2)(x),R(x, ,R(X, 

Then:
E<
ER~

Ea.
Ecl

Ec.

:= expand ((_< n/~)(X))
:= expand (R(X, Z1))

:= expand (R(X, Zn))
:= expand (C(Zl))

:= expand (C(Zn))
for every cj 6 E< do:

for every cjl 6 ERx,...,Cjn E Ep.. do:
for every cj~ 6 Ec,,. .,cj~ 6 E’ do:¯ On

result := resultU
{cj A cjl A... A Cjn A cj~... A C/n}

If result = @ Then:
mark cr as having no expansion
result := {cr}

return: result

Figure 2: Algorithm computing terminal expansions

For proving Proposition 0.2, we consider in turn
queries containing only ground atoms, then general
queries that may contain concept-atoms or role-atoms
that are not ground. For each case, we define the no-
tion of depth of query and we prove by induction on the

depth of the query that the proposition holds. Each in-
duction step consists of proving that if CJs(X, Z) con-
rains all the atoms of Q except one and if it does not
contain any expansion of that atom, then it does not
entail the query. For doing so, we exhibit a canonical
model of CJs (A’, 2) and we show that it is not a model
of Q(X,Y).

The set of candidate expansions are obtained by keep-
ing only source atoms from every terminal expansion.

An immediate corollary of Proposition 0.2 is that the
query cannot be entailed by a conjunction of source
atoms which is not contained in a candidate expansion.
However, the converse is not necessarily true: we have
to check whether, possibly by ca-~e-analysis reasoning,
the candidate expansions do entail the query.

Verification of the exp~--~ions: Let sl(X1,Y1)A
... A si(Xi, Y/) be a candidate expansion. It comes from
a set of terminal expansions of the query of the form:
sl (X1, Yz) A... si (Xi, Yi ) A remainder( f(, ~r where
remainder(X, Y) is a conjunction of atoms that have
no expansion.

We use the existential entailment algorithm, which is
described in iLevy & Rousset 1998), in order to check
whether the candidate expansion is satisfiable and en-
tails one of the remainders of the terminal expansions
it comes from. It consists of first, constructing a set
of completions from sl(X1,Y1) A ... A si(Xi, Yi), sec-
ond evaluating the remainders on each completion¯ The
construction of completions is based on using propaga-
tion rules that account for description logics construc-
tors but also on simulating a case-analysis reasoning by
injecting in the completions universal sentences of the
form Vx[C(x) V-~C(x)] for every simple concept expres-
sion C appearing in the remainders.

In Example 0¯1, the terminal expansions contain only
source atoms. Therefore, the candidate expansions are
directly obtained and do not not have to be checked.
The following example illustrates a case where candi-
date expansions axe not reduced to terminal expansions
and then query entailment has to be checked.

Example 0.3: Let consider the query Q(X) defined
by the two rules:

rl : Flight(X) (<1 Sto p)(X) =~ Q(X
r2 :Flight(X)A Stop(X, Y) A AmCity(Y) =~ 

Consider that we have only one source predicate:
Flight3 : Flight rl VStop.AmCity

The ordinary expansions of Q(X) are:
Flight(X) A (< 1Stop)(X)
Flight(X) A Stop(X, Y) A AmCity(Y), which can be

replaced by its DS-atom:
Flight(X) A (> I Stop)(X) VStop.AmCity(X)

The terminal expansions of Q(X) are:
EXpl : Flight3(X) A (<__ I Stop)(X)
Exp2 : Flight3(X) A (>_ I Stop)(X)

They both contain atoms that are not source atoms:
(<_ lStop)(X) in Ezpl, (> iStop)(X) 
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From those terminal expansions, we obtain the candi-
date expansion Flight3(X). Existential entailment is
then used to check whether Flight3(X) ~ ExplVExp2.
Case analysis reasoning is guided by the remainders: in
the building of completions, one branching corresponds
to adding (< 1 Stop)(X), the second one corresponding
to adding its negation, i.e., (> 2Stop)(X). thecom-
pletion obtained in the first branching, Expl is evalu-
ated to true, while in the second branching Exp2 is eval-
uated to true. As a result, Flight3(X) is a candidate
expansion which is validated as an actual expansion of
V(X).

The previous results can be summarized by the fol-
lowing theorem stating that query expansion is sound
and complete for .~]~f-CARIN.

Theorem 0.1: Let An UAT- be a ¢4/:]q’-CARIN knowl-
edge base, and let S be a set of source predicates. Let
Q(X) a conjunctive query. Let Expl (X), .:., Expn(ff~)
be the set of candidate expansions of Q(X) that have
been validated.

* Vi E [1..n[, Expi(f() U An U AT is satisfiable 
entails Q(X)

¯ Any conjunction of source atoms that entails Q(f~)
contains (up to renaming existential variables) one 
those expansions.

This is the result of (1) the soudness and com-
pleteness of backward-chaining for non recursive free-
function Horn rules, and (2) Proposition 0.1 and 0.2.

Application to Information Integration

Query expansion in AEAf-CARIN is the core algorith-
mic tool for building query plans in PICSBL (Lattes 
Rousset 1998). PICSBL is an information integration
system over sources that are distributed and possibly
heterogeneous. A first feature that distinguishes PIO-
SBL from existing integration information systems like
Information Manifold (Y.Levy, Rajamaran, & Ordille
1996), SIMS (Arens, Knoblock, & Shen 1996), or 
fomaster (Genesereth, Keller, & Duschk~t 1997) is its
full use of the combination of Datalog with description
logics to represent both the domain of application and
the contents of information sources. Note that_Infor-
mation Manifold already used Datalog extended with
some features of description logics and thus was based
on a first and restricted version of CAR.IN. In PIC-
SEL, the contents of the sources are described by sin-
gle atoms, while they can be arbitrary queries (called
views) in Information Manlfold and Infomaster. As a
result, answering queries in Information Manifold and
Infomaster is based on rewriting queries using views.
The problem of rewriting queries using views has been
studied for several classes of relational queries ((Ullman
1997)). In (Beeri, Y.Levy, & Ronsset 1997), It has 
shown that the problem of rewriting queries using views
when views and queries are conjonctive queries over the

AA:A{ description logic may be undecidable except if
some drastic restrictions are imposed on variables ap-
pearing in the views. The problem of expanding a query
is a particular case of the problem of rewriting queries
using views, in which views are reduced to single atoms.
When the queries and the views are expressed using de-
scription logics, this limitation guarantees that query
rewriting is decidable. It is important to note that al-
lowing complex concept expressions as predicates makes
that this limitation that is imposed for computational
reasons is not a so big limitation f~om an expressive
power point of view.

Conclusion

We have provided a sound and complete algorithm for
query expansion in A/:Af-CARIN. It can be used for
backward-chaining reasoning on Aff.Af knowledge bases.
For knowledge bases of big size, it provides a query eval-
uation algorithm which may be more efficient than the
algorithms based on constraint systems which saturate
the knowledge bases by applying propagation rules for
building completions (Nardi et al. 1995).
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